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"1 Ravenna Creek Drop (Detail)"
"2 Ravenna Creek Drop (Detail)"
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"Relic"
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"Rain Drum Courtyard"
“Skagit Streaming”
"Root"
"Azul Healing Garden"
"Sonic Bloom"
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Highlights

"5.Levy_Dedritic Decay Garden, Washington Avenue Green"

Medium: cored and cut asphalt and concrete, native plants,
Dimensions: 175 yards x 90 yards
Year: 2010

The destructive power of plant roots is harnessed to create different ways to breakdown the remnant industrial hardscape of the park. The patterns of hardscape removal and planting depicts the watershed of the site and creates rain gardens where runoff can infiltrate.
"2. Brookner_Urban Rain_Coyote Creek Filter"
"4. Brookner_Laughing_Brook"
"5.Brookner_The Gift of Water"
"2. Levy Ridge and Valley"
"4.Levy_ Rain Yard"
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"BREAKER"
"INCREMENTALLY"
"EVENTUALLY #1"
"HYDRO-GEO-BIO"